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I caret Weekend benefit drive to aid drought victims
BY BRAD FIGG .
Grand Valley s student govern­
ment is taking an active role in “ I 
Care Week” and in addition has 
passed a proposal to improve cam­
pus security, tccording to Student 
Congress President David Porter.
“1 Care Week" is being sponsored 
by the World Population Task 
Force to make students aware of 
the ten-year drought in the African 
countries of Mali and Niger, where 
an estimated 10 million people are 
starving to death.
In order to raise money for the 
World Wide Relief Program, which 
is aiding the drought stricken 
countries, the student government 
is sponsoring movies tomorrow 
night and a dance Saturday night 
with all proceeds going for relief.
“We’ve already raised S200, and 
we’re reaching for a goal of $500,
said Porter.
The Marx Brothers’ films “Horse- 
feathers” and “Monkey Business” 
will be shown tomorrow night, at 8 
p.m., in 132 Lake Huron. The 
admission price of 75 cents will go 
for relief.
The dance on Saturday night, at 
8 p.m., in the Campus Center Multi­
purpose Room, will feature live 
music by the “Coalition” and 
plenty of beer. Advance tickets 
only will be sold at the CC Conces­
sion Stand for SI.50. “r Dme and 
get drunk. Prove you care.” said 
Porter.
“This is the pattern that we hope 
to follow in the future,” explained 
Porter, “correlating fund raisings 
for legitimate charities with campus 
activities, such as the annual Winter 
Carnival.”
Porter also announced a firm that are stolen. From now on, 
change in Student Congress’ policy explained Porter, student govern- 
of automatically reimbursing mon- ment will not purchase any new 
ies for all items, which were paid equipment, unless the stolen items 
for by student government funds, were securely bolted to the tables.
the grand valley state colleges
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Last Sunday night Grand Val­
ley’s Field House rocked with the 
music of Dr. John the Night Trip­
per and Lou Reed. Dressed in his 
infamous “witch doctor’s” cos­
tume, Dr. John banged out his most
-PWt* by M.rk
well-known hit “Right Place, Wrong 
Time;” Lou Reed followed wst»« 
“Sweet Jane” and “Walk On The 
Wild Side.” Comedian Bill Cosby 
will entertain the Field House, Sun­
day, November 24, at 8 p.m.
College sets new 
records guidelines
BY BILL PITSCH
The speed with which the Fam­
ily Education Rights and Privacy 
Act of 1974 was adopted by the 
U.S. Congress has many college 
administrators skeptical about the 
fairness of the legislation.
An amendment to the Education 
Act of 1965, sponsored by Senator 
James Buckley, Con.-N.Y., gives 
college students access to their own 
files, including high school and per­
sonal recommendations. For stu­
dents under 18 the same rights are 
transferred to their parents.
The material open to student 
inspection includes everything in 
his or her record: identifying 
data; scores on standardized in- 
tettigence, aptitude and achieve­
ment tests; academic work com­
pleted; level of achievement, in­
cluding grades and test results; at­
tendance data; interest inventory 
results; health data; family back­
ground information; teacher or 
counselor ratings and observations 
and verified reports of “serious or 
recurrent” behavior patterns.
The main problem with the law, 
according to Grand Valley s Vice 
President Arthur Hills, is that the 
law went into effect Tuesday, No­
vember 19, and opened all the files 
that the college has on its student 
body without some kind of “grand­
father” clause.
“A grandfather clause is a neces­
sary amendment to the law, Hills 
said, “because it would protect any 
event that happened before Novem­
ber 19 and especially protect those 
records which were solicited from 
third parties with the assurance that 
they would be confidential and
with the students’ understanding 
that they would be confidential.
The college is forced to make 
this breach of trust because the 
law’s implications have not been 
debated enough, Hills said.
The American Council on Educa­
tion believes future hearings arc 
necessary to provide a systematic 
opportunity for parents, students 
and faculty to express their views 
on the law.
The law gives the institution 45 
days in which tq comply and 
“Grand Valley is not going to make 
a hassle out of this,” said Hills.
Hills said that only those re­
quests made by students presently 
enrolled will be honored.
A request for a hearing can be 
made by filling out an application 
available from the Records Office. 
The application will list the various 
files that the college may have on a 
student and the student will check 
off those files he wishes to review, 
Hills said.
Those applications approved will 
not let the student see his files until 
January 3, 1975, which is the 
45-day time limit. The student after 
this time will be informed that he 
can make an appointment with the 
department responsible for those 
files he wishes to review.
Any student who believes that 
their records contain inaccurate or 
misleading information can go be­
fore an appropriate hearing board 
to argue the case, Hills continued.
The board will be to protect the 
rights of students and any material 
determined misleading will be cor­
rected or deleted, he said.
ASWA to present study seminar Saturday
The American Society of Women 
Accountants will present a Techni­
cal Study session, Saturday, No­
vember 23 in Manitou Hall.
The seminar will cover several 
aspects of the accounting profes­
sion and is expected to draw per­
sons from diverse backgrounds in­
cluding CPA’s, accounting comp­
trollers, the Credit Women’s Organi­
zation and persons involved in 
manufacturing, construction, and
bookkeeping.
Four Grand Valley proiessors 
will act as discussion leaders. Jack 
Payne, Director of the School of 
Business and Economics Internship 
program, will speak on “Trans­
ferring to the Metric System. John 
Bomhofen. associate professor of 
economics and finances, will discuss 
‘The State of the Economy; “Ac­
counting Needs of Marketing Per­
sonnel,” will be discussed by Ben­
nett Rudolph, assistant professor of 
business; and Donald Klein of the 
F. E. Seidman Graduate College of 
Business, will speak on “Variance
A_«---»»niiw/MS.
The Grand Rapids Chapter of the 
American Society of Women Ac­
countants (ASWA) was established 
in 1943 as the tenth national chap­
ter. Recently, the ASWA estab­
lished a scholarship fund for junior
and senior college accounting ma- 
jors. This year’s award went to Jaye 
Nicholson, a Grandville resident 
and senior business student.
Persons wishing to attend the 
Technical Study seminar may pre­
register by mail or at 8 a.m. on the 
day of the seminar. Registration is 
$7.50 per person, including lunch, 
or $1.50 for students who make 
their own luncheon arrangements.
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A case of tongue-in-cheek disease
Although the English language has been used to 
express almost every imaginable thought and emotion, it 
is hard to find words to describe the cover of Grand 
Valley’s Winter-Term Schedule.
Coarse. Crude. Vulgar. Indecent. Insensitive. Lewd. 
Lascivious. Wanton. Offensive. Obscene.
Though all these words describe the mouth, the teeth, 
the snowflake, the licking tongue which is depicted, 
none of these words adequately convey the total, the 
awesome lack of taste which could spawn such a cover.
As is the case in most mindless bureaucracies, no 
single person seems to be responsible for the cover. It 
would seem that no one in Grand Valley’s Administra­
tion ordered it to be designed, that no one actually 
designed it, that no one finally approved of the design.
If we could identify the persons responsible for the 
thing, we would demand, in the name of decency and 
good taste, that they be fired.
But then, again, perhaps it would be improper to 
single out one or two individuals in the Administration.
Perhaps the cover does what such things are supposed to 
do: represent graphically the spirit or image of the 
colleges.
Perhaps the schedule’s cover is an emblem of. a 
symbol of, the Administration’s attitude toward aca­
demic thmgs. Perhaps the schedule’s cover does cap- 
suli/.e the Administration’s lack of taste and intellect.
Perhaps the schedule's cover does summarize the Ad­
ministration’s understanding of the Grand Valley State 
Colleges.
If this be so, then the students and faculty are (God 
help us) worse off than any of us thought.
Lette rs
The Boys of Delta Signia Phi:
In reference to your letter to the 
community in the November 7 
LANTHORN where you told us all 
about your deep sense of brother­
hood, compassion and social re­
sponsibility. may I compliment you 
on having written the most humor­
ous article appearing in that paper 
yet this vear?
I don’t know who you thought 
you could convince with your letter 
-  certainly no one who knows you. 
In the years that I’ve been at 
GVSC, your group and the other 
frats and sororities around here 
have pretty much earned the mis­
erable reputation that has all but 
driven you from the campus. Your 
elitism, racism, sexism, country- 
club mentality breeding, drinking 
problem causing group way of life 
have earned you precisely what you 
deserve: the contempt of your 
peers.
If and when any frat or sorority 
comes close to doing or being what 
you claimed in your letter, you 
won’t need to write letters like that 
anymore. The word will spread 
without it.
-  Down on Rats
P.S. I’d sign my name to this but if 
the wonderful sorts of people who 
currently comprise the frats on 
campus found out who was willing 
to tell it like it is about them, I’d 
probably end up dead.
Aread D. Lubbers, President 
Grand Valey Stale Colefes
Dew Don:
Now that the collective bar­
gaining election has reached its 
decisive conclusion, the Executive 
Committee of the Grand Valley
Chapter of the American Associa­
tion of University Professors be­
lieves there are a few actions to be 
taken on matters which have led to 
some dissatisfaction among the 
faculty.
In our opinion the election 
should not be interpreted as 
meaning that nearly two-thirds of 
the faculty are convinced that we 
should not have collective bar­
gaining, or that action against col­
lective bargaining represents a blan­
ket endorsement of the status quo. 
Rather, let us recognize that there 
are problems which need the atten­
tion of both the faculty and the 
administration.
Although there are faculty mem­
bers with legitimate complaints 
who tend to sound off instead of 
seeking ways to modify the system, 
there are also administrators who 
slip into making excuses or explain­
ing past actions without insuring 
that the colleges’ policies and pro­
cedures move toward some future 
ideal.
The AAUP has for many decades 
promulgated and refined the concept 
of shared authority among the 
governing boards, administrations, 
and faculties of American institu­
tions of higher education. Progress 
toward that goal has, at best, been 
haphazard and inconsistent. Stum­
bling blocks preventing break­
throughs in this aspect of institu­
tional governance have resulted 
prim arily  from attitudes of 
antagonism or apathy and from the 
human predilection to dwell upon 
the negative.
We believe that positive attitudes 
among the faculty and administra­
tion of GVSC can lead to an im­
provement in institutional govern­
ance to the benefit of ail con­
cerned. We cal! for increased fac­
ulty input before all administrative 
decisions are made, and recognition 
that the deans necessarily represent 
colleges and GVSC as a whole 
rather than the faculty.
-  Executive Committee 
of the AAUP
To The Editor:
I am very discouraged about 
the atmosphere at Grand Valley.
I am constantly told how much 
more peaceful it is here as com­
pared to the city. After being here 
six months observing,! new believe
escape it.
If the people here would stop 
believing they now have nothing to 
do with city life and start treating 
each other as people and care, this 
could be a great college. But 1 
doubt anything will get done. Peo­
ple will continue to live on with 
tunnel vision.
I’m going back to the real world 
in December.
Your frustrated, 
people-conscious student, 
Jereep Joffe
this to be nonsense. Just because a 
person comes from the city to 
the “country” area like GVSC 
doesn’t mean he will be earing and 
peaceful.
The drivers go 50 miles per hour 
in a 25 mph zone. If someone gets 
hurt, the feeling here seems to be, 
“Oh well, it is his problem, not 
mine.” There doesn’t seem to be 
any concern for other people here 
at all.
People turn their stereos up, get 
drunk or stoned and look, not talk 
to each other. Meanwhile, people 
around them complain about the 
lack of privacy. If you don’t con­
form to their group’s standards, 
people won’t have anything to do 
with you.
GVSC people might be liberal, 
but they’re terribly close-minded 
too.
I constantly hear people talking 
about keeping the environment 
clean. If so, why do they take their 
treasured smog monsters 10-15 
miles away to a nite club once or 
twice a week? If they didn’t go, 
they would be saving energy and 
helping to keep the environment 
clean. Also, if the people heir, as 
I’ve heard them say, came here to 
*et away from the cities and live a 
“country life,” they would find 
enough to do in the countryside 
itseif to not have to frequently
To the Editor:
I would like to express my grati­
tude to GVSC’s planting of trees by 
the Campus Center. It’s really great 
that this college is so concerned 
with the natural environment to 
have built around the ravines (not 
that they had much choice) and yet 
have enough presence of mind to 
plant trees along the bike and foot 
paths. I wish to encourage the 
, further planting o f trees and/or 
shrubs all over the college campus.
Also, I would like to encourage 
the students to respect these trees 
and other vegetation by not harm­
ing them. These trees can only serve 
to beautify our campus ( love 
the idea of walking through ■*- 
ture trail to get to class. Please let 
us as students encourage the col­
lege’s environmental protection by 
allowing the trees to grow.
Thank you for your support.
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D O O N ESBUR Y
' W P
I OeAr Mr. President,
I  need that you pay 
<K m«n to urife. your 
jo tes Hr you. So r  
/ruudfe up a. jo h t ■ 
Htre if is.
M r
' \/ai l CJt\/you say, am a 
ford, not a. Lincoln, 
and ford has a 
better idea.”
by Garry Trudeau
r w -
Please, pay me.
4/0 00 -for fitis joint 
Your friend, 
Billy R
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Ol'Farfel won't letthem thar city-slickersdo it to him
CANTON, Ohio -  On election 
night millions and millions of 
Americans watched as the NBC and 
ABC television networks an­
nounced that, according to their 
computers, Gov. John Gilligan had 
defeated  former Gov. James 
Rhodes in Ohio.
Gov. Rhodes, like all of us, was 
so impressed by the fact that two 
out of three networks had given the 
election to Gov. Gilligan that he 
conceded on the spot and went to 
bed certain he was a loser. When he 
woke up the next morning he dis­
covered that, although the network 
computers had declared Gilligan the 
winner, the real votes showed that 
Rhodes was ahead by 12,000 votes.
What went wrong?
A rt
B v ch w a ld
! happened to be in Canton, 
Ohio, so I went over to a sample 
precinct 50 miles away, one that 
both ABC and NBC had used to 
decide Gilligan had won. 1 will call 
the place Bellwether because the 
networks like to keep their sample 
precincts secret.
Most of the people in town had 
long faces. The man in the coffee 
shop told me, “We’re not proud of 
it. NBC and ABC were depending 
on us and we let them down.”
food - n - s f v f
OPEN 10a.m. to 1a.m. 
Closed Sundays
Your friondly convenience store 
south of campus on 42d Ave  
across from the w ater tower
Special This Week
Individual spaghetti, rav io li 
& lasagna dinners 4 cans/$l#00  
Ready to heat £  eat
pit
W e h «ve%  B a rre l K e g s
In the cooler
(tensive  sto ck  <fur in il
co le  beer 4  w ine
Another man at the counter said, 
“We’ve been a sample precinct for 
four elections. We’ve got 10% Ital­
ians, 10% Jews, 10% Irish, !0% 
blacks, 40% women and 20% mis­
cellaneous. We were a perfect mix.”
“But what happened?” i said.
“Farfel lied to the pollsters,” a 
man at the end of the counter said.
“Who’s Farfel?”
“He runs a gas station at the end 
of Main Street. After he came out 
of the voting booth, he told NBC 
and ABC he had voted for Gilligan, 
when in fact he had voted for 
Rhodes. They fed FaafeTa vote into 
tfeeir computers and, bang, they 
declared Gilligan the winner.”
“But why would Farfel do 
that?” I said.
“Why don’t you ask him? No 
one else is talking tc him, so he has 
plenty of time on his hands.”
I went down to Farfel’s gas 
station. I found him sitting next io 
his gas pump playing a harmonica.
“Mr. Farfel,” I said, “ I hear you 
screwed up the sample precinct in 
Bellwether and got NBC and ABC 
to declare Gilligan the next gover­
nor of Ohio.”
Farfel chuckled, “Yup, danged if 
I didn’t.”
“Why did you do it?”
“Wal, I tell you, son. I’m one of 
these old-timers that don’t like no 
television hotshots telling me who
won an election before all the votes 
have been counted. I mean, you 
turn on the set and some sharp 
feller in a $300 suit says, ‘With 2% 
of the vote in, we declare John J. 
Pumpkin the next senator of Mich­
igan.’ Takes all the fun out of 
election night. I don’t want no 
computer declaring who my gover­
nor is going to be. So this year I 
decided to fix ’em good. I’m half- 
Italian and half-English, so them 
network boys had it figured out 
inai if i voted tor Gilligan 350,000 
Italians and 350,000 Church of 
England had voted for him, too.”
“But, Mr. Farfel, the networks 
spend millions of dollars on com­
puters and hire the best experts in 
the business. How can they run an 
honest election if you lie to them in 
a sample precinct?”
“No skin off my nose. They 
should be reporting election results 
and not projecting winners on the 
basis of what some Ph.D. feeds into 
a machine. I want to tell you, son, I 
never had so much fun as when 
NBC declared Gilligan the winner. ! 
liked to have died laughing because 
I was the only one in the whole 
state who knew Rhodes was going 
to be our governor.”
“You know, Mr. Farfel, everyone 
in town is made at you. NBC has 
decided that you can no longer be a 
sample precinct. It’s quite a blow to 
the pride of the community. Don’t 
you have the slightest regret for 
what you did?”
“Only one, son. I’m sorry I made 
a fool out of Barbara Walters. She 
seems like such a nice girl.”
_ _ W
c m  a
From Vfotern Mich
l a r g e s t
D EA LER
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D o c to r ' s  Bag
4 J >
BY ARNOLD 
WERNER. M.D.
QUESTION: Many times after I 
have intercourse I have some pain 
on urination. The pain has always 
gone away after a week or so. I 
was checked last week for VD 
and it was negative. (Written by a 
woman.)
ANSWER: Painful urination may 
be a sign of a bladder or kidney 
infection. When this occurs fol­
lowing intercourse as you describe, 
it is often a sign that bacteria have 
been introduced into the bladder 
during intercourse and infection has 
occurred. Such an infection should 
be treated and should not be al­
lowed to just disappear by itself.
Women are more susceptible to 
urinary tract infections than men 
because the urethra (ihe tube carry­
ing urine from the bladder out) is 
very short allowing bacteria to find 
their way into the bladder. This can 
occur following intercourse because 
of direct and vigorous stimulation 
of the urethra by the shaft of the 
penis. In addition to treatment of 
the urinary tract infection which 
should take precedence, attempts
must be made to prevent future 
infections. A careful examination 
by a urologist should be made to 
determine if there are any abnor­
malities of the urethra or bladder. 
A woman subject to such frequent 
infections is quite likely to have 
predisposing circumstances within 
the bladder which make it more 
susceptible to infection. Such wom­
en often have a pattern of urinating 
rather infrequently during the day 
which permits large amounts of 
urine to remain in the bladder 
much of the time, increasing pres­
sure on the bladder wall and dis­
turbing its blood supply. Therefore, 
such women are advised to urinate 
every two to three hours during the 
day. In addition, they should uri­
nate immediately before having in­
tercourse and as soon as possible 
after having intercourse. This will 
decrease the likelihood of bacteria 
growing.
Changes of position in sexual 
intercourse to avoid stimulation of 
the urethra are suggested by some 
physicians, but it is questionable as 
to whether such maneuvers are ef­
fective since it is pretty hard to 
have intercourse in any position 
that is satisfying without there 
being some stimulation of that gen­
eral area.
*  *  *  *
QUESTION: A recipe on the back 
of a box of rye crisp recommended
Friday, 
November 22
Saturday, 
November 23
Sunday, 
November 24
Monday, 
November 25
“Macbett” will run through November 
23 at Stage 3. For ticket reservations, 
phone 454-5705.
South Indian Ensemble in 132 Lake 
Huron Hall from 8 to 10 p.m.
World Hunger films in the Campus 
Center Theatre at 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Slide Show and Lecture by Norm Ten 
Brink. GVSC’s Gladologist. Entitled 
“The Land of the Big Ice and the 
Midnight Sun,” in 118 Loutit Hall at 7 
p.m. Free.
Open poetry reading in the Main 
Lounge of the Campus Center from 
noon to 1 p.m.
Fiim. Kate Millets’ “3 Lives.” YWCA, 
25 Sheldon S.E., Grand Rapids. 7:30 
p.m. Sponsored by Grand Rapids Fem­
inists Center. 5(ty donation.
Basketball. N.E. Illinois Fieldhouse at 8 
p.m.
Dance in the Campus Center Multi- 
Purpose Room from 8 p.m. to mid­
night.
Bill Cosby in concert. GVSC Field- 
house at 8 p.m. Tickets in advance are 
$4, at the door, $5.
“The Stranfer.” Film showing in 107 
Manitou at 3: I S p.m. and in 132 Lake 
Huron Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Basketball. Detroit Tech Fieldhouse at
8 pjR.
‘Throne o f Blood.** Film showing in 
132 Lake Huron Hall at 3:15 pjn. 
Free.
eating an open-faced sandwich com­
posed of raw hamburger and raw 
egg yolk. 1 want to try it but 1 have 
uneasy thoughts about eating the 
raw hamburger. How safe is it? 
What is the chance of getting a tape 
worm or whatever else lurks in 
uncocked meat?
ANSWER: You have touched on a 
weakness of mine. Well-prepared 
steak tartare is quite delicious, but 
some people have a natural ab- 
horence to eating uncooked meat 
or eggs. Fear not, I have not cast 
aside my usual cautions about high 
cholesterol intake, but I also believe 
there is no better reward for absti­
nence than indulgence.
If you prefer your meat on the 
rare side, it is certainly not being 
cooked to a high enough tempera­
ture to get rid of tape worms if 
they are present. Nor does freezing 
meat kill worms. If eating it raw is 
the way you like it, you really are 
placing your confidence in the fact 
that you are purchasing inspected 
meat and that tape worms are rare 
in this country. In the matter of 
pork products, it remains essentia! 
that these be well cooked since 
trichinosis is a more common oc­
currence than tape worms and po­
tentially a very dangerous disease.
* * * * *
QUESTION: I am a male grad 
student with a fetish for having my 
feet fondled, cuddled, sucked, etc. 
To me, this is the ultimate in sexual 
experience. This, however, is not 
my problem. The problem is that 
after years of satisfaction my feet 
are slowly losing their sensitiveness 
and hence I am proportionately 
losing pleasurable experiences. Is 
there anything 1 can do to restore 
my feet?
ANSWER: Fetishes by and large are 
fairly harmless sexual rituals (al­
most solely engaged in by men) 
they have a knack for being rather 
limited in terms of function. For 
instance, some men are so bound 
up with their fetishes that they are 
unable to engage in more run-of- 
the-mill type of sexual activities. 
With such exciting feet, what do 
you do with your penis? Also, you 
haven’t specified whether you mas­
turbate your own toes or someone 
does it for you.
If the rest of your sexual func­
tioning is adequate, you might just 
have to accept your limitations as 
part of normal aging. If however, 
other forms of sexual expression 
are thwarted, 1 would say you were 
in need of some professional help 
and not from a podiatrist.
E A R N  C A S H
W E E K L 1
BLOOD PLASMA  
DONORS N E ID ID
ODD $5.00 paid 
for services
PHVSmun IB RTTIHOSBEE
HOURS: Mon.,Thurs. 7 :30am -7pm  
Tuos, t il 3 pm 
Sri. t il 2 :3 0 pm
Blood Plasma Component$ Inc. 
1235 2 8 St root S.W.
S 3 8 -4 2 9 0
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Circle K 
organizes
local club
A loca* chapter of Circle K Inter­
national, sponsored by the down­
town Grand Rapids Kiwanis Gub, 
is now being organized at Grand 
Valley.
Circle K is the world’s largest 
student volunteer group with chap­
ters on more than 600 campuses 
throughout the U.S. and Canada.
Circle K is a “people organiza­
tion” designed to involve college 
students in the social concerns of 
the community “because people are 
the cause of. and the cure for
problems”, according to the club’s 
creed.
Organizational meetings are 
being held on Tuesday nights, at 7 
p.m., in the Campus Center lounge, 
according to Circle K President pro 
tern Steve Bartz.
Circle K’s first project, stated 
Bartz, is already off the ground. 
This project is seeking student vol­
unteers to tutor elementary school 
children in the Wyoming Elemen- 
'tary School System.
Bartz. Besides helping people and 
raising money for community 
needs, the club plans on having at 
least two parties this year for its 
members. Plenty of beer and wine, 
added Bartz. will be supplied for 
free by the G.R. Kiwanis Club at 
these parties.
For further information regard­
ing Circle K activities or projects, 
call Steve Bartz at 538-8067 or 
attend one of the Tuesday night
meetings.
A s t r o n o m y  to d ay
This is also a fun club,” said
BY BOB TARTE AND 
BRIAN O’MALLEY
’The Creeping Blight of Feather­
bedding in Our Credit Unions”
“Billy, dear, look what Daddy’s 
brought you for your birthday. A 
Shetland pony and a shiny silver 
saddle.”
“Gosh, dad, do you really mean 
it!”
“No, Billy. I just said that to 
torment you cruelly. Now get to 
your room and no supper tonight.”
Eccentricity. It’s not a pretty 
word. It’s not a word like rhumba 
that makes you want to dance. It’s 
not like that at all. It’s a real meat 
and potatoes word that always de­
notes crankery.
David DeBruin is sort of an 
eccentric. In case you missed the 
point, he’s a real crank, and for 
sixty long years he’s worked at the 
Public Museum.
“Oh, I pushed a broom for a few 
years -  I worked as an exhibit for a 
while, so when I set my sights on 
the curatorship, I knew it would 
mean a grade-school education and 
the chance for an early parole.
“We’ve made a lot o i changes 
during the past eighty years. A lot 
of good dust was swept under the 
carpet and it wasn’t always easy. It
took a concerted effort by myself 
and concerned members of the 
Grand Rapids community to reduce 
priceless treasures of antiquity to a 
useless pile of rubble. Hell, the only 
thing we’ve got left is junk we 
couldn’t pawn -  take those stupid 
stuffed mammals in the West Mich­
igan Room -  plecsc.”
So crackled the rustic wit of 
Professor DeBruin, noted astro­
nomer and mystic, which provided 
such a contrast to his faltering 
heartbeat as he spoke to us in front 
of his tumbled down windmill. 
With “fishin’ pole” in hand, the 
Professor continued a lengthy dia­
tribe which drew heavily frotn his 
new book, Apogee, Perigee, and 
Fibber McGee (which he previewed 
last week in Chicago at the National 
Cosmopology Convention). And 
what a fisherman the old astro­
nomer seemed to be, as the two of 
us watched him pull fish after fish 
from a small but amply stocked 
five-gallon tank of neatly folded 
carp.
“Hell, Ptolemy didn’t have all 
the answers,” mused Mr. DeBruin.
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“His system worked for a while, 
but mine will outlast everyone’s. 
The beauty of my brainchild is that 
you don't have to use a worm or a 
lure. Look, you can hook ’em 
anywhere -  you can even use a 
coat hanger, ’ceptin’ on Ole Jerry. 
He’s the bloated one up front, 
wearing the mask and snorkel. Yep, 
I’ve been try in’ to catch Ole Jerry 
for years, but he’s a wily wascal.”
Even as the professor spoke, 
“Ole Jerry” took his cue:
“Good evening, Ladies and gen­
tlemen, and welcome to Chau­
tauqua where tonight my guests 
and I will chat, talk, and qua -  
what the hell’s that ‘qua’ doing in 
there? I’m Gerald Elliot, and wel­
come to Chautau.
“Tonight’s program is a little 
something we call ‘Men O’ Paws’: 
its the true story of modem zoolog­
ists who bring ’em back alive to 
senselessly torture in zoos and small 
museums.
“You know, bears can be pretty 
dangerous when you’re out in the 
wilds with inferior equipment, but 
you can be caught bare anywhere 
without the proper insurance. 
That’s why millions of Americans 
across the United States turn to 
Mutual of Omaha -  and I to a large 
calibre pistol. That’ll stop a mugger 
at a hundred yards better than any 
piece of paper and it s what conser-
“Shoot me, I’m a bear. Please. 
You won’t be sorry.”
“But you don’t look much like a 
bear, President Lubbers,” I answer­
ed.
“What do you mean?”
“Well, granted, you’re dumpy 
enough,” offered Chuck, “but 
where are your fuzzy little bear 
ears?”
“I don’t have any,” he conceded, 
“but won’t these mangy sideburns 
do as well?”
The two of us grew thoughtful. 
“Okay,” ! finally decided, “but 
what about your paws?” they’re 
not nearly greasy enough.”
“What do you mean? They’re 
filthy!”
Unwittingly, Chuck and I had 
just violated the first law of the 
Wild Kingdom: never enrage a cor- 
nemed beast unless you mean to 
harm him. “Calm down now,” 1 
offered. “True, they’re filthy, but 
I’m afraid filthy just isn’t greasy.
“What if I rub them in my 
hair?” President Lubbers slyly 
countered. “There. They’re up to 
bear specs now. Shoot me.”
“I’m convinced,” I admitted to 
Chuck, “but what will we do with 
his body?” “You couid use him as a 
rug.” “What!” I answered in fury, 
“bring that filthy thing into the 
bedroom?”
“You did once,” concluded 
Chuck.
vation is all about.
“A while back, Charles Furman 
and I were on safari in the great 
Northern woods -  just in back ot 
Lake Huron Hall -  when we stum­
bled upon a most perplexing and 
dangerous sight.”
(If you have any questions for 
Mr. O’Malley and Mr. Tarte regard­
ing astronomy or lend lease laws, 
please address them to ASTRO­
NOMY TODAY, c/o The LANT- 
HORN.)
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Confusion stifles plans for Spinners concert
BY CLEO CULP, 1R.
The procedures used to request 
that the “Spinners” concert be held 
at Grand Valley State Colleges have 
caused a great deal of concern 
among a number of individusiU on 
our campus. For this reason I feel it 
important to outline the events and 
situations which occurred and re­
sulted in the confusion.
According to concert coordina­
tor Jeff Brown there is a limited 
amount of dates in the Fieldhouse 
which may be used for concerts. 
This situation is compounded by 
the fact that there is no way to use 
the bleachers for a concert and a 
football game on same week­
end. u it were to rain the bleachers 
couldn't be moved either to the 
field or to the Fieldhouse.
The dates that are available in 
the Fieldhouse for concerts are 
determined after Physical Educa­
tion, Recreation and Intrarnurals
that instead of beginning in Campus 
Activities by discussing the show 
with me, they began at the other 
end of the concert process with the 
Plant Department. No concert or 
activity on campus may occur until 
I have given some input. This bas­
ically is because we have many 
departments, seventy plus student 
organizations and five colleges try­
ing to do activities all at once and 
someone needs to have a handle on 
it. This helps avoid confusion, as­
sum ption and cross-scheduling 
which is the thrust of the problem 
which occurred with the Spinners’ 
proposed concert.” .
The situation became more con­
fusing when publicity and ticket 
information was set by those who 
proposed the concert. The assump­
tion had been made that since the 
Fieianouse was open it couia be 
used. As pointed out before, there 
were no bleachers and there was no
adequate time for set-up. The radio 
began announcing the concert and 
at this point it was seen that some 
assumptions had been made that 
contradicted the physical possibil­
ity of this event occurring. This is 
the point where the proposed con­
cert was finally dealt with.
The parties worked out a com­
promise based on the physical limi­
tations, of having no bleachers, but 
the requesting group felt that this 
was not satisfactory for a good 
concert.
BENEFIT DANCE FOR 
AFRICAN RELIEF
The Student Congress and Cam­
pus Activities will sponsor a dance 
this Saturday, November 23, in the 
Campus C enter Multi-Purpose 
Space. There will be all the free 
beer you can drink while listen 
to that fabulous band (The Coali­
tion). The dance will start at 9 p.m.
and go on until who knows when. 
Tickets will only be sold in advance 
so you better hurry. There aren’t 
many tickets left. Proceeds from 
the activity will go into a special 
account, set up specifically for the 
drought victims. So even if you 
can’t attend, at least pitch in $1.50 
to help a human being have some 
nourishing food on Thanksgiving.
ATTENTION! ATTENTION!
James Long, a student of (JVSC 
is back in the hospital suffering 
injuries he incurred in 1972 while 
serving in the Viet Nam conflict. It 
would be greatly appreciated it 
you, the students, could take out 
ten minutes of your time to send 
James a get well card.
Mr. James Long
B!odo*»rt Hospital (Room 45lh
1840 Wealthy S.H.
Grand Rapids, Michigan
tenHonor society to initiate
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set their schedules and programs. 
This leaves very few dates each 
term for concerts. The available 
dates and available staff limit the 
number of concerts per term.
Specifically, the confusion on 
the Spinners was that it appeared to 
those that wanted the concert that 
the Fieldhouse was open. Indeed it 
was open after basketball practice 
at 5:30 p.m. at night. However this 
did not allow for the 12 hours it 
takes to move the bleachers since 
there was a football game on the 
following day.
This is what Jeff had to say: 
“The wrong channels were ap­
proached which means basically
Delta Mu Deita is a matter of 
honor.
Grand Valley’s first national 
honor society. Delta Mu Delta, was 
founded last year by CAS Professor 
Jitendra Sharma.
Delta Mu Delta is a national 
honor society in .business admin­
istration that was founded in 1913 
at New York University to “pro­
mote higher scholarship in training 
for business and to recognize 
scholastic attainment in business 
subjects.”
The Grand Valley chapter of 
Delta Mu Delta initiated ten regular 
members (students) and six hon­
orary members into its organization 
last year. Ten more students will be
initiated at their annual banquet 
this year in December.
Robert Sciamanna, one of those 
ten members that was initiated last 
year, is the new president of the 
local chapter.
“A ‘national’ honor society here 
at Grand Valley makes me proud 
and this could build up the image 
of the colleges.” said Sciamanna.
The other nine regular members, 
that were initiated last year, are 
Doyle Hayes, James Darcy, Gary 
Crandall, Phillip Conley, Louis 
Hooyenga, Eugene Haas, Jr., 
Timothy Ruffing, Jeffery Brothers, 
and Michael Shaneyfelt.
Only those undergraduate stu­
dents of business with 3.2 GPA or 
graduate students of business with 
3.25 GPA qualify for regular 
membership into Delta Mu Delta.
The local chapter intends to 
honor its members for their excel­
lent academic achievement in the 
field of business through recog­
nition in the National Delta Mu 
Delta Bi-Annual Catalogue, 
Sciamanna said.
On a local level, recognition will 
be given to all regular members at 
the annual banquet. Certificates, 
that recognize the distinguished 
honor of Delta Mu Delta mem­
bership, will be sent to all present 
or future employers of its members.
World Fast today Farm workers strike
Thousands of people throughout 
the United States have chosen to go 
without food today. As a part of a 
national effort to combat the enor­
mous problem of world hunger, 
November 21st was established as 
the day to “ Fast for a World 
Harvest."
The question raised by most peo­
ple on hearing of it is, “Why fast?” 
The very question is a partial 
answer -  to create an awareness of 
the crisis that is upon us, and to 
publicize the need for concerned 
individuals to act. Fasting is one 
Way for these of u» in the “land of 
plenty” to identify and empathize 
with those who daily face starva­
tion. A practical goal of the fast is 
the raising of money urgently 
eded to supply food relief to. 
drought victims in the Sahel region 
of Africa. Fasten are requested to 
donate the money they would have 
spent on food for the day (or anyv 
amount they can afford) to the 
CARE African Drou^it Famine 
Fund. Cannisten have been set up
•in the Student Center Lobby, din­
ing commons, and other easily ac­
cessible areas. Those who did not 
choose to take part in the fast can 
.show their support for the project 
by contributing to the fund. CARE 
was chosen as the recipient of our 
collected money for its past tradi­
tion of reliability and “uncom­
promising principle.”
Harvey Katz, in his book Give: 
Who Gets Your Charity Dollar rates 
it highly, calling it “a lean, hard- 
nosed, efficient organization. . . .  If 
you made a contribution to CARE I 
in i972, each dollar you donated 
produced nearly ten dollars' worth 
of overseas services."
For those interested in learning 
more about the African crisis, films 
are being shown in the Campus 
Center theatre continuously from 
11 son. to 2 p.m. today. In ad­
dition. the Student Congress is 
sponsoring some activities this 
weekend, including movies and a 
dance, the proceeds of which will 
•0  directly into the relief fund.
BY SILVERIO GUERRA
The United Farm Workers are 
currently striking and picketing un­
der the supervision of Cesar Chavez, 
president of the United Farm Work­
ers of America against the lettuce, 
tomato, lemon, and grape farmers 
in the Southwest and California. 
The U.F.W. are striking for better 
wages and better living conditions 
and they believe they have been 
mistreated long enough.
Farm workers are provided poor 
housing by the fanners. The houses 
farm workers are given sometimes 
do not have electricity, sinks, bath­
tubs, or proper toilet facilities.
When farm workers try to picket 
the fanners* fields, they are arrested 
on false charges, are severely beaten 
by private guards hired by the 
farmers, or are beaten by the sher­
iffs deputies for no reason what-
SoeHer* The thing the ferm 
workers are doing is striking against 
the farmers for all the unjust things 
the fanners have done.
But farmers are bringing illegals
1 *** h°*der to break the 
United Farm Workers union. The
illegals are paid even lower wages 
than the United Farm Workers.
A statement by Cesar Chavez 
taken from El Malcriado said, “The 
illegal aliens are doubly exploited, 
first because they are farm workers, 
second because they are poweless 
to organize to defend their own 
interests.”
* We recognize the illegals as our 
brothers and sisters, and the union’s 
position is that they should be 
allowed to enter the United States 
with their families as legal residents. 
But they should not be used as 
strike-breakers,"
According to the AFL-CIO, if 
you were a farmworker you would 
be paid around $1,500 a year. If 
your whole family worked, you 
would make around $12,700 a 
y ^ .  Your life expectancy would 
be 49 years, your family would 
have three times the national av­
erage of catching some infectious 
disease.
So, let's help the farm workers 
by boycotting grapes, lettuce, Gallo 
wine or other products that do not 
« n y  the farm workers* labels.
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Lakers surround Knight In goal-mouth scramble
GV HOCKEY CLUB LOSES TO CALVIN
BY JOHN KUBC2AK 
Grand Valley’s ice hockey club 
sustained a reversal Wednesday as 
they lost to Calvin College, 6-1. 
Their record now stands at 2-4.
“The team hasn’t learned how to 
hit yet,*' said James Blakev, faculty 
adviser to the club. "There isn’t 
enough thumping on our part."
Calvin scored early in the first 
period on a screen shot, after sev­
eral other scoring attempts had 
been blocked by goalie Steven An­
derson of the GV team. “Steve did 
a good job,” said Blakey. “If the 
breaks had gone our way, Calvin’s 
score would have been halved.”
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days and games on Wednesdays at 
the Jolly Roger Ice Rink. Admis­
sion for the games is only 25 cents, 
and supporters are welcome. The 
next game is against GRJC on 
December 4, at 8:00 p.m.
Calvin went on to score another
U H L H
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goal in the first period, two in the 
second, and two in the third. Grand 
Valley’s lone goal also came in the 
third period.
Blakey is optimistic about the 
club’s future. “We were hurt by the 
lack of practice prior to the season 
opener, and by our overall lack of 
experience. But we’re going to 
work hard on fundamentals, on 
positions, and playing a physical 
game. By the end of the season we 
should be playing .500 hockey.”
»t'A Night at the Opera’
With the famous Stateroom 
Sequence-considered "the 
funniest five minutes ever 
put on film ! **
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Volleyball squad
finishes 3d in state
BY MARGARET O’DWYER
A third-place showing in the 
state volleyball tournament last 
weekend vaults Grand Valley into 
the 1974 Midwest Association for 
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women 
(MAIAW) tournament November 
22 and 23 at Western Michigan 
University, p ie  Lakers join newly- 
crowned Calvin College and run­
ners-up Michigan State in the re- 
gionals, where they face top teams 
from Indiana, Illinois, Ohio, Wis­
consin, and West Virginia.
Grand Valley disposed of Spring 
Arbor, Kalamazoo, Wayne State, 
and Western Michigan in prelim­
inary play to take first place in its 
pool and f>ost it against Eastern 
Michigan University in the quarter­
finals. A victory over the Hurons 
then slated the Lakers against a 
surprising Calvin team in semifinals. 
The Knights upended GVSC with a 
15-8, i 5-i 7, 11-8 win and went on 
to crush Michigan State in finals for 
the crown. The Lakers later beat 
Central Michigan in the consola­
tions for third place. «*
Apparently Calvin was not aware 
the Lakers had dominated them
throughout the regular season, and 
if they were, they were determined 
to reverse the events of last season. 
In the 1973 tournament, the under­
dog Grand Valley squad, which had 
been defeated in every regular sea­
son match with Calvin, upset the 
Knights with a dazzling victory in 
the finals.
Michigan State, Grand Valiev, 
and Calvin each went undaunted in 
their respective pools during round 
robin play. The Spartans handily 
eliminated Ferris State College, 
while Central Michigan edged West­
ern Michigan in quarter-finals to 
post the two in semifinals. Calvin 
meanwhile beat Spring Arbor to 
earn a crack at Grand Valley in the 
semis. A Spartan victory and Cal­
vin’s upset win slated the two teams 
in the finale. Over 450 spectators 
watched the Knights destroy Mich­
igan State 15-12 and 15-9 for the 
title. Calvin proved to be the sole 
unbeaten team in the four-year 
college bracket.
With the completion of state 
tournaments, the host Grand Valley 
team holds a current 26-10 won- 
lost record.
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Cagers open ’74 campaign tomorrow
BY BRAD FIGG
The Grand Valley Lakers will 
open their third basketball season 
under Coach Tom Villemure tomor­
row night against Northeastern 
Illinois University at 8 p.m. in the 
Grand Valley Field House.
The Lakers will be seeking re­
venge against Northeastern for last 
year’s 91-90 overtime defeat.
In the past two seasons, Coach 
Villemure has guided his defen­
sively-minded Lakers to a total 
win-loss record of 43-12.
“This is the best depth of any 
team that we’ve had here,’’ said 
Villemure of his 1974-75 Lakers.
The Lakers will feature a tall 
front line. Team Captain Kim Grif­
fin, a 6-6 Senior from Shelby, will 
start at one forward position. Sid 
Bruinsma, a 6-7 Sophomore from 
Holland Christian, will start at the 
other forward spot. Ken Giovan- 
nini, a 6-7 Sophomore from Dear­
born Fordson, will start at center.
Junior Don Myles, last year’s 
leading scorer from Muskegon 
Heights, will be starting at guard
along with Senior Joe Franges from 
Dearborn Devine Child.
Junior Rich Chickowski and Sen­
ior John Cvengros will be battling 
for the first substitute position as 
guard.
Juniors Tony Smith and Bill 
Young will be seeing plenty of 
action as substitute forwards.
Senior Don Klein will be back­
ing up Giovannini at the center 
position.
Outstanding Freshmen Paul Pe­
terman and George Fuller have 
made the varsity team, but they
will also be seeing action with the 
junior varsity.
Two new players, Jim Pjesky and 
Scott Hammond round out this 
year’s Laker squad of fourteen.
“We’ll be playing a lot of full 
court defenses,” said Villemure. 
He also stressed the toughness of 
this year’s overall schedule which 
includes Calvin, University of De­
troit, St. Joseph’s College (Ind.), 
a trip to the Green Bay Gassic, 
and the always tough competitors 
in the Great Lakes Intercollegiate 
Conference.
Lakers end season with GLIAC win
BY BILL ROHN
Grand Valley’s football team 
scored its first GLIAC football win 
Saturday, when Chris Lehmann 
rambled 31 yards with a fourth 
quarter Ditch-out to beat Hillsdale 
14-10.
The win allowed the Lakers to 
tie with Hillsdale for third place in 
the GLIAC final standings. Leh­
mann’s run did more than that 
though, as it also put Chris above 
the i ,000-yard rushing mark for 
1974.
Quarterback Kerry Rasikas had a 
big hand in Saturday’s success. The 
Lakers trailed 10-7 with less than 
four minutes remaining when Kerry
called time out before a fourth and 
one situation on the Hillsdale 31.
Laker Coach Jim Harkema came 
up with a play during the break but
Rasikas had a -A~
At the line of scrimmage Kerry 
decided that a pitch might work. 
He called an audible before the 
snap, and must have been enthused 
over the result. Lehmann was un­
touched on the game winner.
The cold weather contest, played 
before a small crowd at Hillsdale, 
started with a bang when Valley 
recovered a Charger fumble on the 
first play from scrimmage. The 
Lakers quickly moved 33 yards in 
eight plays to lead 7-0 when Jamie
Hosford scored from the one.
Things got quiet from that point 
until Hillsdale kicked a short field 
goal just before intermission.
The Chargers dominated third 
quarter play as Grand Valley fum­
bled away both of its possessions. 
The Laker defense fared better, 
once stopping Hillsdale on a fourth 
down play at the Valley 10-yard 
line.
The Laker offense fumbled a 
third time early in the fourth quar­
ter giving the Chargers possession 
on the GV 39. Hillsdale moved this 
time, scoring with eight minutes 
left to lead 10-7.
Grand Valley began its game­
winning drive with the ensuing 
kickoff, and then held on for the
win.
SCORING
(•rand Valley...........7 0 0 7-14
Hillsdale ..................0 3 0 7-10
GV Hosford I run (Davis kick)
Hill Quadcrcr 22 l-G
Hill Holiday 5 run (Quadercr kiek)
GV Lehmann 31 run (Davis kick)
GLIAC FOOTBALL 
(Final)
The aha reacton in 
religion is alive and well 
and lives in Dr. LiRiefair's 
sermons Hear Voice oi  the 
Liberal 9 10 A M Sundays.
W J F M .  937 on your d ia l  
Or write lor free copy:
Fountain Street Church.
26 Fountain Street. N.E..
Grand Racids 49f>nn __
____  o f Nov. 24 broadcast
"Who makes the decisions?"
V o iL C o tl l ic l ih c in l
North wood In s titu te ...................................2
I orris S ta te ...................................................2
Grand V alley................................. J
Hillsdale ........................................................1
NOTES
* Tony Cramatie stole two Charg­
er passes in leading a Laker defen­
sive unit which received strong per­
formances from Bryce Berth and 
Kevin Graves.
* Lehmann finished with 152 
yards to total 1008 for the season.
* Grand Valley’s 252-yard total 
rushing count was hindered on the 
last play of the game. Rasikas, 
attempting to run out the clock, 
zig-zagged 20 yards in reverse be­
fore falling in front of some frus­
trated Charger linemen. Harkema 
wasn’t too bugged by it all.
BOARD EXAM TUTORING 
STANLEY H. KAPLAN 
TUTORING COURSES
Now being formed for the upcoming 
MCAT, DAT. LSAT. ATGSB, GRE board 
e x i m s .  F o r  i n f o r ma t i on ,  call
1-31 T.3S4-O0S5.
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it Bo: 
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"Cradle”futile attempt at comic documentary
BY RYON DAVIS
The Cradle Will Rock;” a play 
in nine scenes written by Marc 
Blitzstein and directed by William 
Z. Iron.
When nostalgia becomes an ex­
cuse to put on a bad play, then it is 
time to declare a new rock bottom 
for Grand Valley Theatre. Perhaps 
closest behind ‘The Cradle Will 
Rock” (popular vote considered)
Trouple
would be ‘‘Peoples Parade,” ‘‘Gal­
lows Humor” and the “Hedda Gab- 
ler" atrocity.
The basic problem with the play 
was the presence of too many songs 
with poor lyrics, which minimized 
the already severely lacking plot/ 
action. Rich in ludicrous characters 
was this production and trivial was 
the irrelevant tail-chasing, so copi­
ously protruding from the script.
Moll (Jill Anne Morrison) opens 
the show with a song that describes 
the hard times of prostitution in 
the late 20’s. She did a phenomenal
job considering the material. She is 
arrested that night along with the 
‘‘Liberty Committee” , which con­
sists of the local steel baron's pai- 
sys. The “L.C.” is ‘taken in’ for 
being part of a mob listening to a 
union organizer's speech. It hap­
pens that they were really there to 
make him leave. The rest of the 
play depicts how they got to be 
‘yes men’ to Mr. Mister (Mark L. 
Bush), the steel baron. There is a 
great deal of explaining and very 
little to do with regard to the 
relationships of the characters.
BY TIM MENGEL
Communes offer an alternative 
to the standard family situation, 
according to TJC instructor Gil 
Rapaiiie.
Rapaille, a member of a com­
mune in France, has a mistress 
and a child living at the com-
fTII 9«vl ranrllli*
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on his resumes.
He believes that the standard 
family situation is inadequate.
Rick Servis (Junior Mister) de­
serves a great deal of credit tor 
being the only truly entertaining 
moment in the entire duration of 
this futile attempt at comic docu­
mentary. Ella Hammer (Jennifer 
Summer) gave everything she had 
to a song about ‘Joe Worker’, and 
it’s truly a shame that the song had 
nothing to give her or the audience. 
Jim Nageldinger as Bugs, was a thug 
supreme, and his stage presence was 
fully in keeping with the part.
The sets, lighting, costumes, and 
musical efforts were fitting and 
complimentary.
Performances will be at 8:15 in 
the Louis Armstrong Theatre on 
November 21, 22, and 23. Call for 
reservations.
Marc Blitzstein, author of “The 
Cradle Will Rock,” has written
, e .. . , ,  what is probably the most juvenile
In the regular family we have someone else, I wouldn’t have to and inane piece of theatre ever to
what * call a trouple, said Rapaille. tell her. It works the same way for reach production at GVSC It is
A trouple is a man, his wife, and a the woman too.” unfortunate that this mistake was
‘‘You have to be emotionally subsidized indirectly by State and 
sirong ana secure to participate in a Federal funds, not to mention the
commune if i! is to be successful, unsuspecting public. After the run
said Rapaille. The person who of two, too-long weeks, hope re­
enters the commune looking for mains that the play selection will 
security will only contribute to its improve and that the other basic 
disruption. problem will be ironed out.
Communes alternative to family situation
is
APARTMENT FOR RENT
Unfumiatod apartment for rant in 
2-to«droom uppar, all utllitin  
children welcome, no pets 
, S1S0 mo. plus depoait. For 
appointment call 676-1600.
FOR SALE
One 75-cup coffee maker, only a 
year old -  $10.00 
One 75-cup coffee maker, without 
basket -  $3.00
For more information, contact 
Peggy in Mac. HaU at Ext. 535
^ T h e m g T '
* difference!!!
■ ------ » ---- -----
TV set -  a situation whichnl*n/%li if r«|« * **uuov/iuivi) insane.
Such a family, says Rapaille, is a 
neurotic arrangement in which the 
children are going to suffer.
- “In our commune in France, 
there are fifteen adults and six kids, 
and all we can really be certain 
about Is who the mother is. Every 
adult in the eommune takes part in 
raising the children and they’re 
better off for it.”
Unlike a regular family, there is 
always an adult available for the 
children when they want him (or 
her). The children cannot be used 
as pressure, says Rapaille, to keep a 
trouple going.
One of the manv thinoc that ha« 
contributed to the success of the 
commune is the privacy and in­
dependence of each individual.
‘‘We each have our own terri­
tory,” said Rapaille. ‘‘If one of us 
would Mike to spend the night with 
another, he wouia teii her. if we 
didn’t want to spend the night with
I - 3»V5*H*OOgfF
Grand Valley's Phys-Ed Majors 
and Minors (PEMM) Club b  hosting 
a free dinner on Friday, November 
22, from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m., in the 
Ravine Center. A part of the club’s 
membership drive, the dinner is 
open to anyone regardless of his 
mgjor. CaB the Phya-Ed Depart­
ment in the Field Houae for more 
information
w * * « *
U S. Rep. Richard F. Vander 
Veen, D-Grand Rapids, is looking 
for students to work as interns in 
Ms Grand Rapids offices in non- 
paying, full-time positions. Interns 
wffl work as caseworkers, investi­
gating problems o f the Congress- 
i(s constituents. Applications 
aie available in the Political Science 
>t and
I*
a preference for the term in 
which they would Uke to work. CaM 
Sob Clarke in thePoUSd_
November 21,1974
TJC social pructicum rated a
RESEARCH materials
ALL TOPICS
*•" row UM-to-dRS. 
M tR lo t of thoutomfi Of 
outitondlftf nsoorch p ip t n
$!.88 fir HM) ulM k.
Rf ALSO DO 
CUSTOM MADE RESEAUCH
bhicatiohal research
t t r i s t w a a *
MOl) «M1N
Enterta inm ent
Nightly
^ iR ftB T S CCtlon
BY JUDY BELLANT
®ram eKS0Clal scrvlcc practlcum pro- 
g am . as 8amed considerable suc­
cess since Ron Efron introduced it
; . « s n r r “ ' i s ;
havt' •<> he in the social ierv i«  
program," Efron said. '
.. j Th,; p,ro8r3m be*3n when a TJC
Grand » ° ?  Volunloer work in Grand Rapids asked if he could
whh L m T (  ° a S' Uden,s workwith him for credit,” Efron ex- 
pained. “I put the request in the
w a s^ a ,C" al°8 3nd ,he
ACADEMIC
RESEARCH
LIBRARY
Thousands of Topics 
$2.75 per page 
Send for your up to-date, 
176-page, mail order catalog 
of 5500 topics. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage (1-2 
days delivery time).
519 f i l  P W R n r k r  a w c-- •.-...MW's Of ft..
SUITE #203
LOS ANGELES. CA. 90024
O u r materials are sold for 
research purposes only
Erom that point on the program 
was off and running. Several other 
agencies were contacted to see 
whether they would be interested 
«n using Grand Valley students in 
their programs. The agencies were 
very receptive to the idea and many 
more students were placed.
“Students from all the schools at 
Grand Valley are welcome in this 
program,” Efron stated, “but each 
student entering it must have a 
personal interview with me and 
ihey must be approved by the 
agency for which they will work.” 
Elron said that a great amount of 
work must be put into this project. 
The student can elect to take the 
class lor five, ten, or in some cases,
15 credits, and naturally, the more 
credits taken, the more work and 
hours that must be put into it.
When a student enters this pro­
gram he must agree to several 
things. First, he must agree to work 
a minimum of eight hours pe; week
at thf* SVRrli'i/ TliiV ____ . , .■ >•>» u u tjnu i muuue
the reading or meetings he may
have to attend in conjunction with
the program.
He must attend the training ses­
sions sponsored by the agency.
|-lf» m ne# !•%.* - a . . . ii •••—■• wv u ^guiarana reliable 
worker and he is expected to read 
at least one hook on his area of 
placement.
“Each week a four-hour genera! 
c[ass_jTTeetjng_js  ^ held where all of
success
the students can relate their expe­
riences and get feedback from each 
other. Efron explained. “This 
helps to eliminate the feelings of 
frustration and isolation a person 
may encounter while working in a 
new and very demanding area."
Several problems have devel­
oped in the program” said Efron, 
such as the huge coordination 
problem concerning the varying 
needs and desires of the student
the agencies, the patient and 
myself.”
“The students and the agencies 
sometimes have conflicting ideas of 
wnat is wanted in the job. and some 
students have trouble dealing with 
their supervisors.” Efron said.
However, the program’s benefits 
overcome these difficulties.”
A student may sign up for any of 
the programs now available or he 
may develop his own. The programs 
now available include a political 
aide program, prison ex-offender 
program, emotionally disturbed 
ch ild ren  program, agricultural 
union experience, and adult men­
tally retarded workshops.
This practicum program in­
volves Grand Va!!ey with the out­
side community and provides stu­
dents with practical experience,” 
Efron explained.
Efron can be reached at Lake 
Huron Hall concerning these 
Programs.____________
PIRGIM REALLY CAN’T AFFORD THIS I 
[AD—WE THINK ALL OUR FUNDS I
SHOULD GO TO FIGHT...
EXCESSIVE MiLilAKY 
SPENDING
A recent PIRGIM report con­
cluded that excessive military 
spending is costing Michigan work­
ers 3,200 job opportunities for 
every billion dollars spent by the 
defense establishment. The report 
demonstrated that money spent on 
non-military government programs 
or by private industry generated 
more jobs per dollar.
Several successful candidates for 
Congress adopted this issue en­
dorsing PIRGIM’s call for cuts in 
the defense budget.
* * * * * * * *
INADEQUATE HEALTH CARE
A PIRGIM study exposed in­
adequate training and equipment 
standards in the private ambulance 
industry. The report led to legis­
lative action by the Public Health 
Committee of the Michigan House, 
which adopted all of PIRGIM’s 
recommendations for stricter equip­
ment standards and more i raining 
fo r ambulance attendants and 
drivers.
ENERGY WASTE
In testimony before the Public 
Service Commission, PIRGIM pro­
posed energy-saving rate structures 
for electric utilities. The changes 
from a flat rate to a “Lifeline” rate 
structure for residential electric use 
would result in lower costs for most 
consumers and higher costs for 
those who use excessive amounts of 
power. “Peak load” pricing was 
recommended to spread out energy 
use by industry.
* * * * * ** * *
NUCLEAR WASTE 
HAZARDS
PIRGIM exposed the Atomic En­
ergy Commission’s failure to safe­
guard the public from the dangers 
of highway and rail shipment of 
radioactive nuclear power plant 
waste in Michigan. Legislation is 
now being developed that will give 
inc state of Michigan the power to 
strictly regulate the transportation 
of radioactive wastes -  power that 
the AEC has failed to exercise.
CONSUMER RIP-OFFS
PIRGIM lobbyists helped pass a 
law that will allow pharmacists to 
substitute generic drugs for more 
expensive brand name products 
when filling prescriptions. A PIR-n i l  :________ «v j im  i l iv c a u g a i iu i i  u i  a __ :__uuy mg
club” which promised ‘‘discount’ 
prices in exchange for a $4QQ mem­
bership fee disclosed evidence of 
deceptive pricing and contract il­
legalities. The company was forced 
to offer refunds to its Michigan 
members.
GOVERNMENT SECRECY
PIRGIM will soon conclude its 
six-month study of Michigan's 
“ freedom of information” laws, 
which regulate public access to gov­
ernment documents. The report 
will illustrate the weaknesses of the 
present law through case studies of
mnmtlicfc man #ol nr/\ • ■ w _
j w u i i i i u i o t o ,  v i a  t i i o i i i u v m u i
and consumer organizations who I  
have been denied access to govern­
ment records. PIRGIM is also draft­
ing corrective legislation.
...because our funds are 
your contributions. Put 
your dollars to work.
Support PIRGIM  
at registration.
C H EC K  IB YES-P IR G IM
i
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I HIRE
U I E E K E I I D
nouEmBER 21-24
Thursday,
Hauamher 21
National F a s t  Day 
2 documentaries
Friday, Saturday,
4 \  ftJI j p _ t _  _ • -
i /  M i r i t a n  u r o u g n t
2) ’’A fr ica  -
Edge of D isaste r"  
Continuous showing 
from 11:00 a.m.
to 2 :0 0  p.m. in 
Campus CenterTheatre
nougmher 21
Tw o  Marx Brothers
Movies
"Horse  Feath ers"
"Monkey B u s in ess"  
7 5$  donation
at the door
8 :0 0  p.m.
tQO I U.._____U.n■ vfc banc ■ i ui crn nail
RsusiRhsr
BenefitD ance for
African Relief
Music by "Coalition"  
Refreshments
9 :0 0  p.m.
Multi-Purpose Room 
Advance tickets  sales
oniy at
concession stand
Sponsored by 
Student Congress,
D I*  a L C 4ia«l a i»4 a
U I « V I \  W  I U U U I I  t o
Coalition,
Veterans Brotherhood, 
and World Hunger 
Population T a sk  Force
St*»n IfM fhl «Mr tfca last six yaan 
•s lar§a m  ttb U n it* Statas:
CtMapla, I.
•w  a ffa c t*  an araa * f  Africa nearly 
I tanla, N all, Upoor Malta, Nlfor.Cfc*
S0.008.0n0 tatal popiilatl 
30.0tib.000 noat tmmr
M100,000
1/3
ily a f f lic t *  
<lati of nalmurltloA a *  01 
OiaO of atarvatlaa in IV J  
of a ll I low taco In tin  ara
In last 4
All proceeds  
go directly to 
drought stricken  
A f ricannCountries i
